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The recommendations for publication after necessary updating, in addition, an abstract of the

The Working Group also examined the draft of the report and decided to publish it, including the draft of the report's recommendations for publication. The Working Group also discussed the draft of the report's recommendations for publication and decided to publish it as soon as possible. The Working Group also discussed the draft of the report's recommendations for publication and decided to publish it as soon as possible.
4.5. It is further recommended that data bases should be active in structuring the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

4.6. A survey of computer facilities available in countries and instances may be conducted to provide the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

4.7. There is further recommendation that data bases should be active in structuring the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

For conversion on to paper:

4.3.3. For instances with equivalent which is incompatible with other instances without equivalent.

4.3.4. On activities between instances with only compatible instances.

4.3.5. On activities between instances with only compatible instances.

4.4. For collection of more than 200 accessions, data should be sent:

4.5. There is further recommendation that data bases should be active in structuring the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

4.6. A survey of computer facilities available in countries and instances may be conducted to provide the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

The problem of data conversion and processing of unnecessary data will be avoided.

Any registration and processing of data should follow for selected accessions, and in this registration of full accessions should follow for selected accessions, and in this registration of full accessions should follow for selected accessions, and in this registration of full accessions should follow for selected accessions, and in this registration of full accessions should follow for selected accessions, and...

Appendix C. An ergonomic manual, also called, 300 p.r. and (I) noted, (Appendices) Index reference...

4.7. There is further recommendation that data bases should be active in structuring the necessary data so that the momentum of the program can be maintained.

4.8. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.9. For collection of more than 200 accessions, data should be sent:

4.10. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary...

4.11. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.12. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.13. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.14. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.15. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.16. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.17. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.18. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.19. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.20. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.21. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.22. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.23. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.24. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.25. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.26. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.27. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.28. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.29. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.30. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.31. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.32. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.

4.33. A minimum description of each sheet (Appendices) be carried out from BCP/AC Secretary.
6. Identification of duplicates

The Working Group expresses its concern over the registration of plant material from the Philippines. The Working Group would like to ensure that the registration data for all accessions are submitted to the Working Group for review. The Working Group recommends that the Secretariat and the FAO, as well as the countries concerned, work together to ensure that the registration data for all accessions are submitted.
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The Secretariat should endeavour to obtain agreement to these proposals by

INRA, Bordeaux, France.
INRA, Mulhouse, France.
INRA, Locarno, Switzerland.
INRA, Paris, France.
INRA, Rennes, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Versailles, France.
INRA, Grenoble, France.
INRA, Nantes, France.
INRA, Tours, France.
INRA, Poitiers, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Toulouse, France.
INRA, Rennes, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Toulouse, France.
INRA, Rennes, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Toulouse, France.
INRA, Rennes, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Toulouse, France.
INRA, Rennes, France.
INRA, Montpellier, France.
INRA, Toulouse, France.